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.LTI-1 1 T'ING DISTIUBIITIONS OF SCMS OF RATIOS O SAI1PLE SPACIN( S 
WITH Ai?PL!('ATIOUS TO '.i:f·1E PAlli\.l·IBTRIG Two SAHPLE PROI3LEH 
Saul Blt men< he 1 
1 Intr duct ·.on 
stati'l. ics bw ed on ratiof' 0£ sc1rnplC1 spacings f:i:om cEffe..:ent.: !)OP:.1 l.a ·:'.one; 
Suf fi< 5.(:nl' conditions for the e1~:~s ten cc oi limiting d:i.:: tr-:l but ions are obt·;:i :l.1wc1 
· i: : -· thc,, ~"1-,;-n:s o[ the distributions are given. AppJ icat:i.on" cf c:-hPS<""' st·;:ih.atics 
to a. "1>ar0met:ric:11 two sample hypoi hes is i:=; aJ.so · d::i.~< usGcd. 
Let x
1
,.". ,Xm and v.1 ," , .• ,Yn be a set of (n
1
-nj :independont. randon variables, 
the first: m having common c ,. d .L F{,~) and t.hP sec-onci o having c·ommon Co d ofc G(x) • 
Denote the two sets of order.-:d obs<"rv~ .. ions by x 1 ~, .. ~ X~ and Y ;_ ~ . ., ,.'Si 'l~ . The 
sample spacings, or sample successive diffc~ences, from the rao sets of random 
v~riebles a.re given as 
- l-· 
... - ' 
' 
. ' 
DX1 = Xi_.:-1-Xi , i= l , •• ,, , m- 1 
(1.1) 
DYj = yj+l-Yj j=l, •• ~ ,n-1 . 
If m=n, we can define t.he statist:i.c 
(L2) S (r) = 
n 
0 < r ~ 1. 
I ~ o. > n, a ;/ubsec }{. , •• o ,X. of x1 , ~, • ,Xm can be chosen at random and J.l :i.n 
then S ( r } ca.: be defined as above . We shall assume tr&=n whenever we discuss 
n 
S (r ), Also of foteres t •iill be the 11rec:l.procal1' statistic 
n 
= O < r ~ L 
Unde:- certain as:mmptions about the behavior of F(:1c ) and G(x) in the tails, 
limiting dbtributiom: are t ound for S ( r ) in Section 3. It is found that as r 
n 
varies from O ·:o 1 : the limi1.~·.ng distribution varie s over the class of stable 
distributions w; t h parameter a ~oing from 1 to 2 (see Section 3). Stochastic 
convergence of S (i;) to a limi t .' s taken up in Section 5. '£he results of 
n 
Sections 3 and 5 .'.\;~e used in Sect: on 6 where tesi.:s based on S ( r ) are proposed 
n 
for the "parametric ' t:wo sample problem, namely 
(1.4) 
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whereµ (real) and cr (> 0) are two unspecified "nuisance" perameters . It is 
shor...m that the statistic 
is asymptotically distribution free under H', yields a consistent test and one 
0 
whose size can be controlled approximately by means of the limiting distributions 
and whose power can be found by the same means. No attempt is ntade to coll!pare 
the various tests as r ranges from\ to 1 because o:E the face: that only 'i:he 
characteris tic functions of the limiting distr:i.butions are known, 
In Section 6 we consider also the use of S (r) co estimate cr when H' is 
n o 
known to be true . Also in that section we consider the statistic 
(1.5} 
as an estimator for a. The results o<= Sectiorls h and 5 are used in studying 
Il(m, n). Note that tie nee'1 not have m=n to use this estimator. 
In Section 7 we consider .:ests of the "par.aruet,~ic11 goodness of fit problem 
where G{x) is now specified and only one set of observations is made . Statistics 
analogous to S (r) are described and a statistic based en ~he logarithms of the 
n 
nx.1 is described . This last is compared briefly wUh one proposed by Weiss [13] 
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~ for this problem. Estimation of a is considered also for this case . 
We consider als,o the properties of and uses of "i:runcatec.". versions of 
S {r), namely 
n 
( 1.6) S (r, u, v) = 
n 
[nv] 
E (DX/DY:)r 
i=tnu] 
where O , u < v < i are given and [~d is the g:reat·est intege;:- not e;:.cceec!:!.ng x. 
- 1( ) S r, u, v is deriued analogously. 
n 
To obtain limiting properties for 
S (r, u, v) it is not necessc11:y to nut res.:r.ictions on the ta.il beho.vior of 
n 
F{,r.) and G(x) si;.1.ce this s.:a:tistic uill iu the limit not be affected by these 
·tail pXo?ertJ.es. 
In the following Sect:i.on our nota: ion and assun:.ptious a-z:-e deta.1J.ed~ 
2. Preliminar.y Remarks. 
In this Section m~ int:1.·oduce the bas:J.c tools >:·1h:Lch axe used in Sections 3, 
4 and 5. The .:esults of those sections depend on be:.i.ng able to express the set 
of random variables {DX/DY1}, i:.:1, H. ,n-1 in terms of a set of :LudBf.)entlE:nt 
random variables. To establ:i.sh this equi.vn.1ence, the :-:atio (DX/DY i j win bP-
Expanded in a Ts.ylor series as ::.-. func:tion of i:he ha!!;ard :.ate, and cci:'tain '\·:ell 
known 1:'>roperi::ies of the hazard rate wiJ. l be used to make the ;;onnect:i..on ,·1ith 
-h-
\ I. 
• the set of independent random variables. 'l'his technique was used by the author 
in [3] and by Proschan. and Pyke in (11] to obtain central limit 'theorems for 
functions Gf a single set Gf sample spacings . Reny i [12] used similar methods 
to study functions of order statistics . 
We now define the hazard rate function and give some of its properties . 
For a more comprehensive discuss ion sea Barlm·7, Marshall and Proschan [ 1]. Let 
F(x} be a distribution function with density f (x ). The hazard rate h(x) is 
defined 
(2.1) h(x) = f(x)/(1-F(x)) 
The cumulative hazard rate H(x} is 
X 
(2.2) H(x) = J h(t)dt = -log(1-F(x)) • 
-00 
It is easily seen that the ;:andom vaz-:!.able H(X ) (where X has c . d . f .. F(Jt )) has 
the standard exponential distribution, 
' 
P(H(X) ~ x ) = -x 1- e • 
Since H(x) is an increasing function of x, if Xi~ ... ~ X~ represent t he 
ordered values of m independent random variables with common distribution F(x) , 
then H(X1) ~ ... ~ H{X~) represent the ordered va lue s of m independent exponentially 
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' • l 
distributed !!:andom va1· iables. J..e t u1 , 1j2 , o ~ . ,li beci .1 se£: o f ~ inci.epen6en.i: 
- ;:'? 
enponentially distributed random variables. WhE~n luo .:andom varic:.'olc s X and Y 
/ (say} have the same distribud.ou ~-;e shall w1~ite X ';,, Y. The fu:1d:1r..:eut:il relatfon. 
for this paper is that 
i 
(2.4) H(X~_) = E (U ./(n-j-:-J.) ) 
j=l J 
i=l , .• • ,m • 
Epstein and Sobel :Ztrst announced {2 .!~) iu [ 5] ;;.nd Re:r.1yi ( s ee [ J.2 ]) ha~ pionee;:-~d 
in its applicai:ion ::o the st.udy of order statist~.cs o 
(2.5 ) 
and 
(2.6) 
The spacing DX. :ls related to the above thi:-ough the e:rgansions 
l. 
= 
= 
We use the prir.,e notation for derivativ~s, : .• e • • h 1 ( :, = dh( :z ) /d:L By 
h(i) .-Je mean h(:;) evaluated at x=F - 1(i/n'. Simila;;ly for H( i ) ancl ~1' ( i ). The 
error te:cm will be assumed to be negligible ai.1d ui:d be :;_gnor.-e<l :i.n aH. computations. 
This will be valid under mild regulm~ity conditions 011 h' (::. ) . 
the usual inverse of the distr:.i.bui:ion function which is assumed to be unique 
for the values cf ~~ for which it is used ~ In fac:t we sb.al!. assume '.:het f (x ) > 0 
--6-
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_·1 _1 
c:.ver some open i11te:c11al (P ··(n), F ·· v) ~, 0 & t: < v & J, wi.1e:re u and v will 
be ma.de apperent £::om tile cmri:e1:t • 
Anoi:her useful expan~ion g:tven :.:o the second c:.:-de;..· is 
[t,("' / "T .,1 ) n'v ' )lf1· 'u'x'} H(" · ')(·,'(··'/l-l2(·))"! J.l .t..J b.{-"--{.•." - n\',,_-j J • •• •;•~,;;-i.( .oj ..... ,J.., !:_ l._J •• l. .I< 
-- ':). - .. 
aad its integt:a1 b:, Q(x). Furt heI' q( i) shs,U mean q(1i:) cvaluai.:oci at x = c··\ :Un)., 
The same ,:lss .. m:1pt:!.011s apply to G(x) as to F(z). The -D.bove :i.·eJ.at:!.ous :fo:- R(X~) 
apply ~lso to Q(Yj) .c'\Ud ez!Jansions s:i.miJ.;;1-s:- t:o {2.5) , (2.6) , a~tl (2. 7) hole for 
DY. autl ( 1/DY . ). We shall clenote a set of n h1depei1dent eKo_ o,:.ent~.nl randc.m J . J 
Le.mrr.a. 2 , 1 " 
Let F(x, anc!. G(~c) satisfy the above asst1::nptfons, 
i 
• ...,,-. 'r ·r -- ·p '1 
.UL.~ \. .J l > i O ,, , l ·, ;.) \' "'J, !· u t, .:: ) ,j .) 
- ill L U 
(2 .. 8) DX . 
l. 
(U i+1. / ( n-i )h( f.)] [ 1-, --~ _ (U1/n-k+1) -H( i)) (h.: ~ i) /h2 ( i)}] 
(2.9) '1/D~" \ \ - ..... ) 1. 
,.-1 
i=l~ •.• ,m-1 
t ((n--i)h: n /li.;+ 1 ][ 1-:·' i :ulJn-k~ 1 ; .. J:I( ;.:) j\h' (i.)/h2 ( i: \] 
~· - 'f~=·t \o 
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DYs 
J 
~ j-
= [VJ·+·t/(n-j)q(j))[l-( r. (V1jn-k+l}-Q(j))(q;(j)/q2 (j))] 
- k=l ~ 
(1/DY.) 
J 
j=l,., c,. ,n-1 
In studying convergence and distr:Lbut:iou p:;:operties undf;Z- the assunr~tion 
that F(x) = G{{1t-µ.}/O'), a simplification can be ohtained by 1:mti11g that 
f2 1~ \ \ o--J 
where the random var:tables Xli, ~., .. :iX-: are i·adepe11dent with i::ormno:2 d:i.stE:ibutiou 
---· .£.m 
Th.us any t:heo,~em ~-:rhich :ts true ~·:rhen G(:;r) holds also when 
For late:: r:efe~ence v1e state t\-JO simple. ft~cts 
( 1 l " ·~ ( 1 /~ ."\ 
-,-.- -J 1. J /t1.: .. -.r. - r,. I:. 
~-. '\ •• o.. . ) 'JC > 0 
O<r<l. 
0 
3. Limiting Distr:tbutions for. Ratios., 
In. this section t>:'e shall obtain. iirst the limi":.:ing dist:dbut:tons for the 
( , ' ). · See \L2J., We t:alce t:he index of summa.tion to nm 
from l th1:ough n-l "i:hroughoitt this and the :following sect:tc;:1s unless stated 
-8-
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otherwise. We assume rn=n., We shall obtain also limiting distributions foz-
the products Sn(r) s~1(r). The results are based on a lemma establishing the 
connection between these sums and sums of the independent random variables 
discussed in Section 2o It is then possible to use standard limit theorems 
found in Gnede.nko and Kolmogorov [8] to estabHsh the forrns of the limiting 
distributions of the sums of independent: random variables. Except in the case 
where the limiting distribution is Normal, our results give the value of the 
characteristic function of the limiting d.istr:tbudonn Of coi.irse this identifies 
the distribution ttn.iqtiely but without an e:g:p:cessi.011 £or the c1istr:1..but:i.on function 
itself, it :.i.s not possible. to eompute pe·rcenta·ge points, etc" 
Two types of distribut·ions ar:tse belowo In Theorems 3 .. 1 and 3o3, we obtain 
the so-called stable clistrfout:tons" 'I'he characte'!'istic funct:ton q>(:i::) of these 
distributions can be represEmted by (sE!e [8], p .. 161~) 
whe.z-e CX:, 13, ·q, c are cons tan ts ( -~ 1.s any real niimber, -1 ~ ~ ~ · 1, 0 < a: ~ 2, 
C 6 0) and 
tanrra/2 if o:+1 
w(t, a) = { ( 2 hr) tan j t. j if Ci=l • 
-9-
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. - In Theo1.·ems 3. 1 and 3 c 3, in each .!ase we have 1 ~ CJ. 'S 2" Fo:.:- 0'=2, { 3 .1) 
rep1·osents the Normal distxibution. and we shall ar:.ange the ::esult. so that the 
limiting distribution is the standard normal {menn 0, 11;;11:ia11ce uni.ty), We deuoi.e 
this distribution by <v(x). Fan: 1 § CJ. < ,;:>, ue denotra! the dir::tribui:ion (3.1) by 
( ~ Sa, 8, Tl, CJ J.isting the valuPs of these cou.stau'i::s in the oi:der g5.ven. 
Each of t.hc dii: tribui::f.ous in ]'heorems 3 .1 and 3, 3 has I e I = l and is skewea 
towerd t.he right . Such distd.but:i.ons hav0 ';)~en studied by ~I~nci.elbrot [10] in 
connection with Economk Theory nnc1 he has labelled tlwm 11Pareto-Lc-.vy11 
distributions (fol:' 1 < a< 2). He also me11tions some tabularion no,;,7 in progr,.;ss 
which when published will mal~<.'. the present results of mm:e imm,•.clia.te us( fullness" 
For discussions of stable distributions in genera!. tlw 1:eader fa rc-:fer.:e<l to 
Lukacs (9J and to Fisz (61. 
In Theorem 3.2, we obtain as Hmit:~ng d5.st:r.ibut:i.ons infinitely div:i.sib'.le 
(I. D0 ) distributfons of the cl;iss L which e.,:ises from limits of sums of 
independent random v,:1.riab\es. These can be ::eprestSnted in ge.nez:-al by 
( 3.2) log cp(t) O iut j t: o, iu'· iut = irit-(cr2 .:2 /2)·! J ,e -1- .u~ )d:·1(u).i. f (e L-1- )dN{u 
-c-a l+uc. 0 l+u2 
whe.r.e Tl is any const.?nt, rr2 ~ 0, and N(u), N(u) nat5.sfy Cl't·t,•in regularh:y 
conditions (see [8], p 8t). 
· '0 
i 
. ' 
and M(u) = 0 (all u ) . Alsot-1e shall have (--N (u )~ =-= it-a in each case. Ti1us He 
shall indicate the distributions (3.2 } simply as L(~, a ) in the theorem~ 
If the dist~ibuticns of a sequence of ~andom variables X approach a 
n 
distribution F(x), we shall write X £;,. F(:i;). If a sequeuce of random variables 
n 
X approaches stochas tically a constant, random variabh1, or ano!:her sequence 
n 
of random variables--denoted Y --~ie w~ite X -F Y_ Q I£ the sequence X has in 
i1 n •. n 
the lim:l.t the same distribution as t . t-;e write X £.._,.., Y • 
n· n - n 
Lemrca 3. l. 
Let F(x) end G x' be distr:l.butio01s such that the hazard r::i.t es ll(]r ) aud 
q{:i.c) satisfy the following conditions : 
There is~ constant A >· 0, such that 
( 3. 3) ( ,./A) < q(i )/h(i ) < A . 
(h 1 (x) /h2 (::t ) ) and ( q 1 (x ) /q2 ( ::; )) n.:-e both cont inuous c.ntl bot.nde.d functions of x . 
Then as n iucr.eases, 
., 
(1/ r\,:-,(,·" /DY )r d_ (· 1_/nr ,l<:"' r_ U_:../~7i ~1-(q( ,· .. ) / "h( ·.L))r n ,L-> .J," 1. i - ~ ,c., • ' • , -
1., 
'· 
.. 
• Pz-oof, 
Fi:i:st t·je examine (3~4a) for r==L Using (2.8) and (2.il) we have 
(1/n)Z(DX. /DY.) 
l. :i.. 
i 
( 1/n)Z( q( i ) /h( i) )(ui+/V i -:-l )[ 1+ • q' ( i) / q2 ( :i.) )( _r..
1 
(V /Cn-j+l) )-Q( i )) 
J=-
i 
- (h' (i)/h2 (i))( Z (U ./{n-j+l)) -H( i))] + error term. 
j=i J 
From (2o2) , we note that 
(3.6) 
i 
H{i) = Q~i ) = - log(l- 2:)::: 
n 
1/(n-j+l) + £~ / (n--i-l·J.) 
n 
where j.6 I < B ~ Using (3 .6) in ( 3. 5), ~-:e obtain 
n 
( 3, 7) (1 /n)Z(DX/DYi) 
.f (1/n)Z( q(i)/h( i ) )(u.j ... 1 /r; ,_ 1 )[ 1-:-( q' ( i) /q2 ( i ) )( i (v .-1)/(n-jA)) 
- · - -·- j=l J 
i 
_ (h ' (i)/h2 (i)){ :E (li,-1) / (u- j-:-l))J -:- smalle,'.' tel'.'ms • 
j=l J 
It. will now be shown t hat the r:i.ght s .i.<le oi (3.7) conve;:ges stochastically 
i:o the right side o~ (3)?a), 'T:o do t:1is, wa demousi: ;:~t.e i:b.at all terms of (3. 7) 
except the first convei:ge._ ~;tochef.. icaUy to zero v It sufficC::s ·::o display the 
argument shm-1ing 
- ·~-
. -
as n increases. 
It t-1ill be convenient to rewrite the left s5.de of (3v8) in the foJ~D 
( 3.9) 
n-1 n 1 (1/n) _r._ ((Uj-1)/(n-j+l)) _r. . . I q(i-l}h' (i--1)/h.J'i-l))(D/\ 1 ) • J=l ~=J~l 
Setting r=l in (2.13), :tt will be observed that .:he random vm:~.abl8 (U:JV 1 ) 
has no expectation, :?laking a direct p1:oof of (3.8) someuhat cumbersome. He 
introduce the "t:;:uncated11 var:lables U'., V! defined by 
i l. 
r- ! u if t - · /V ' s; 1 ui -· i \u1 1 ) _ n _og n 
= (n l og n)V. . ,. (U/Vi) > n log n :,M): 
(3.10) l. 
•• I V. H 'w /V ) ~ - I 1 vi = \ · . . _ 1 n ..og n l. 1. !. 
= ( n log n)Ui if (U. /Y.) < 1/n 1 0g n 
1. l. 
It is easily seen .:hat 
E(U'.-1) = J./ ( 1-:-n log n i 
( 3.11) l. 
E(U'. -1)2 = (l+(n log n)2 )/(l+ n log n; 2 < 1 
:i. 
and that 
E(Ui/Vi) ~ k1 log(n l og n) 
and 
E(U:JV~_)2 ~ k2 n log a 
where k. a.ncl k,.,. are a ·,,o;;:op:.·io.te constant·s, 1 C. - • 
It is also easy to verify chac 
-1'3-
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. \ n ~ P[(U'lr!) J. (U /\..)1 = n/(1+ n J.og n'J 
. _1 i 1 T · i 1 - ~ 1.- .• 
which goes to zero as n incn:ases. Similar exp~~ssionr obtain for E P(U1' f- U.) '.!. 
'.thus it is possible to subsi:itu..:e I:'. :for U. and ,r'. for V. 
1. i i 1. 
in ( 3 9' and to claim that the stochastic convergen :e or d:i.ve;:gence of t:he 
resultant expression 
n - 1 n 
(1/n) E (:r'.-1)/(n-j+l)) i (q(i-l)h'(i-l)/h3(1-1))(u;1v;) 
j=l 1 i=j+l 
implies that of (3o9). Due i:o thE· finiteness of: the mou:cni.:f' of the terms 
in (3.14), d i rect computation of the e:,pected s,Juarc of (3.lh) shows that this 
mean square c onverges to zero ~-,ith increasing r. prov:i.dcd that the qua11t:l.t:y 
(q(i) /h(i))(h ' (i) / h2 (i)) has a well behaved int c-gral. If 'q(i'/h(i)) is 
bounded, i t is necessary that both intcgruls 
aud 
1 00 2 
J (1 / (i-y))2 dy ( f (h' (x)[(:c)/h (x')0..)2 
0 -1( ) F y 
1 
f (1 / (:-y)2 )dy 
0 
f (h' (x)/h2 (x))"~f(:;:}c1x 
F-l(y) 
e:t i st. This will be so if (h' (x)/h2 (x)) is bounded for fo-=:tance. In terms of 
-ll;-
.. 
. -
the tail behavior of the <listribu\:ion F(i:) ~ lh' (l{)/h2 (:,) I < B implies 
(1-F(x))B+l < f(x) < (1-F(x))·B+l , 
It also implies that :.,f(x)/(1-F(x)) {ii..e., 1~h(1~)) 5.s bounded au.3y irom zero. 
For an e1~a1I'ple of an. i7(::ic. which violates al:. of t:hf:rne couditfons, ,;-m can cons:1.de;~ 
(1-F(x)) = e-(l/x) f.o;: 18.rge :c. Fo::- this d ist:ribui.:fou, 3.8) will not be true. 
We have been ccnsiderit'g only i:he situm~ion -:1hei:e {q(i)/h(i)) is bounded 
which is somewhat of a restriction. Ii: doen include the important case 
F(x) = G(x) a'1.c1 inc}.udes enough ?.E::i.::-s F(:c) 1 G,:~) so that the rc,sult should 'be 
useful in obta:i.n:tng expLess ions fo:i.: a::;ympto'· ic power in a "ne:tghborhood1' of H' 
0 
in testing the H' d::_scussed in Seci:i.0,1. J.. 
0 
Th:tG completes ;:he den:onsi:.:-at.ion of (3.!:a1 :fo;· r=L There is no esseu"i:::.aJ. 
difference fo.:- . ( ~ ) < 1 no,. r.o•· { 3 Lb) - , !. .. - J.. ... • ,· (I In e,rc.mining ( 3 .l!-C) it 5.s 
not ncccssa1:y to use the LT! and V~ since :fo.: _ < J2 , E(U.;/V . ,_.,2r E2:ists. One 
1. l. ..... 
does hm-,ever h.:i.ve to be cm:c~ful :i.n cor..;pui::i.ng t:he magn.:i.i.:ud~ of i:he tc;:m$ in the 
T.ayJ.o,: expansion an seC:'.n b:, {hr:: frci.: thai:: tuo of thew 1:er::ai.;.1 in the fin'll ex-
pression. The dete.ils beins s:'...nilox to those usEcci by Proschan and Pyke in [10} 
and by BJ.un:Emthal 5..1 [3), ~-,ill ha omitted. Thi<; coEplei:e., the p:.:·oof. 
J.t uill be obsc,rved that Lenu:r.s 3. 1 uo•.ilc: be true ,-,h:n i:he obvious iuterchauge 
-15-
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of U's and Y's and q's and h's if DX/DYi we~e r eplaced by DY/DX 1 • 
The limiting distributions o f the quantitie s ou the right sides 0£ (3.4) 
can be determined by use of theorems i:..1 Gnedenko and Kolmogorov [ 8]. 
Theorem 3.1. 
If F(x) = G(x) and F(x) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.1, then as n 
increases, 
(3.15a) log n[(l/n log n)~(DX/DY1)-1] £'> S{l, 1 , -1, ·,r /2) 
(3 .15b) 
(3.15c} 
(3.15d) 
Proof. 
OO -V 1~'1/r) 
where M(l/r ) = f ((e Y-l+y)/y~ ' ]dy 
0 
?,: ]., :t. (2/n log n)'E[(DX1/DYi) 2 -7 /2 ] ~ ~{x) 
(1/n~(n, r) )~ [ (D..'t/DY) T. - 7r!' /sin1T:·:] £._.,. <1>1':t ) 
where a2 (n, r) = 
0 r sin2.rr 
2 (,,,...,.2 ,2 1 n + '' .1. , El ~ (h' ( j ) /h2 ( j) ) ]2 
sin2-, i.: n-:i.+ l 
~ ii j=i+ l 
Lemma 3. l allows application of the results in sec tion 35 of Gnedenko and 
Kolmogorov [8] for sums of: independent, ;.dentica1 J.y d5.s t:C'ibut ed random w1riables . 
Use of The orem 2 of sect i on 35 yields both (J. 15a) and ( 3. 1.5b). The consi:an t s 
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A a and~ are found by using equation (15) of section 34 and equations (7) and (8~ 
of section 35. The constant c follows from the definitions used in section 34. 
In (3.15a), ~ can be found by direct evaluation of the cha~acteristic function 
of [(1/n)~(U/Vi)-log n] . The sums in (3.15b) arc in the " domain of nor;:ual 
atti:-action" of their limit laws ., 
From Theorem 1, section 35, (3.15c) follows. Notice that the sum here is 
not in the "domain of normal attraction" of the no~mal lat-, since the second 
J,_ 
moment of (U/V i)'2 does not exist. 
In (3 .15d), section 35 does not apply since the quantities on the right 
side of (3.l1-c) are not identically distributed. The limiting normality is easUy 
verified by the standard central limit theorem (Theorem 4, section 21 of [8]) . 
A direct computation of the var:tance of the right side of ( 3 .he) leads to the 
given value of cr2 (n, r). 
0 
Next we consider the distributions when F(x) 4 G(J~ ). 
Theorem 3 .2. 
If F(x) and G(x) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.1, the sums A (r) con-
n 
verge to non zero limits,and o~(n, r) converges to a non ze~o limit, theu the 
distributions of the quantities below conveicge to the indicated I . D. laws. 
- 17-
(3.16a) 
(3.161>) 
( 3.16c) 
(3.l6d) 
log n[(l/n log n An(l))E{DX1/DY1)-1] f<..'> L(-1, 1) 
(l /nrAn(r ))~[(DX1/DY1)r-(,rrqr(i)/hr(i)sinrc)] .£..> L(O , 1/r) \ < r < 1 
(2/n log n A
0
(~) )~ [(DX1/DY1)~-(7T/2)(q(i) /h( i ))~] cf> <D(x) 
where A (r) = (1/n)E(q(1)/h(i))1/r 
n 
{1/n1(n, r) )~[(DX1/DYi)r- (,rrqr(i ) /hr( i )sinrrr)] 4 ~(x) O <r < ~ 
where a~(n, r) = (1/n)E {( 2'11Y - (1rL)2 ) (q(i)/h(i))2r 
sin27rr (simrr)2 
+ ( 2rrr2 )2(q(i)/h(i))r( 1 ) ~ h'(j )qr( j ) 
sin:,rr n--i+l . 2+r( ) J=i+l h j 
2 n h' { j )qr ( j) )2} ( 7rr E 2, . .,. 
+ 2 (n+l-i)sinm:j:=1f-l h ,,_(j) 
Proof. 
Using Lemma 3.1, the problem is reduced to one concernL~g independent 
random variables. Equations (3.16a) and (3.16b ) are verified using Theorem 1, 
section 25 of [8J . The fact that cr2=0 follows from the convergence of A (r) 
n 
and equation (11), section 35 of [8J which holds by virtue of our Theoram 3. 1. 
Equation (3.16c) follows from Theorem 4i section 26 of [8 ]. Equat:f.on (3.16d) 
ia a reault of the standard central limit theorem. 
Re'mark. 
The preceding results are based on the smooth behavior of the tails of the 
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• distributions through the conditions put on the hazard rates , It is possible 
to compute " truncated statistics", i.e., S (r, u, v ) as given by (1.6). For 
n 
these statistics, theorems similar to the above apply also, ~ith the constants 
modified appropriately to account for the abbreviated range of summation. The 
conditions for the truncated sums to have limiting distributions involve only 
the 11central behavior", i.e., only the behavior in (F-\u), F-1(v)) and 
(G-1(u), G·1(v)) (ithich quantities are assumed to be unique) . Thus the tails 
can misbehave badly and some resul~s are still obtainable. 
It should be clear that due to the symmetry o.f our assumptions, (DX/DY1) 
cau be replaced by (DY . /DX.) in Theorems 3.1 and 3o2 and they will still be true 
l. J. 
with q{i) and h(i) interchanged . We shall use this :.:act below. 
In Section 1, the statistics S (r) s-1(r) were mentioned. We shall now 
n n 
study the limiting dist~ibutions of this product in the important special case, 
F(x) a G(x). The general case can be handled by the same methods. 
Lemma 3.2. 
Let F(x) = G(x) and the conditions of Lemn:a 3.1 be satisfied. Then, 
(3.17a) 
-19-
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,, • (3.171>) 
(3. 17c) 
(3.17d) 
Proof. 
-
{n(l-r),rr/sit11TI')[(simrr/n11T)~(DX1/DY1)rE(DY1/DX1)r-l] 
4 (l/ur)E((u1/vi)r+(v1/u1)r-2(1TC/sin1T?' )) 
('!TU\/2(1og n)%)[(2/1fll)2Z(DXi/DYi)',~(DYi/DXi)t-l ] 
4 (1/n log n)\({u1/v1)\+(v1/Ui)\-'1T) 
(1Tr/ein,rr)(l/n~)[(sin1Tr/n7Tr)~(DX1/DY1)rE(DY1/DRi)r- l] 
_p L r r ~ (l/n)~[(U/V1) +{V/U1) -(21T?'/sinm:) 
11T2(ui-Vi) n 
+ 7sinn)(n-i+l) ~ (h'(j)/h2(j))] 
\~• j=i+l 
\<r<l 
0 < i:" < \ . 
We uae Leuaas 3.1 and 5.L We examine iu detail only (3.17a)., By the 
above lema• • we have 
log n((l/nlog n)2E(DX1/DYi)l:(DY1/DX1)-1] 
.4 log n[(l/n log n)2i:{U1/vi)E(V1/u1)-1] 
• ( 1/n)E((U/V i )-log n)+( 1/n log n){E(U/V J )[ (1/n)E((V 1Ju1)-log n)] 
4 (1/n)t((u1tv1)~1og n)+(l/n)E((Vi/Ui)-log n) • 
The last statement is a consequence of Slutsky's Theorem (Cramer [3a], p. 25!~). 
This completes the proof. 
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The right sides of ( 3 .17) are sums of independent random variables which 
can be handled as in Theorem 3.1. It is only necessary to observe that 
(3.18) 
= { 
0 for x < 2 
for x ~ 2 . 
Then the same approach wihch yielded Theorem 3.1 yields the results which 
we sumnarize as 
Theorem 3. 3. 
Let F(x) = G(x) and the ~onditious of Lemma. 3.1 be satisfied. 'Ihen as n 
increases 
(3.19a) 
4 S[l/r, -1, 0, (-(2/r)M(l/r ) ces(1r/2r))] 
where H(l/r) is given in (3.15b) \ < r < 1 
(,rr /e imrr) (l/n~( n, _r) )\[ ( si1X11T /-cm; )2t {DXi /DY i) rE(DY i /fJXi) r -1 J 
4 ~(x) O<r<\ 
-21-
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where 
a~(n, r ) = ( ~11: 
4 n 
4rr2 + 2) + 21rr ( ! E [ ~ 1 I: ( h I ( j ) /h2 ( j )) ]2 ) • 
sin2rrr sin2m: n n-~+ j=i+l 
We might note that for purposes of computing app~a~imate probabilities, 
the quantities ~(n, ~) , c1(n, r ) , ~(n. r ) and An( r } can be replaced by 
their limiting values. 
4. Limiting Distributions for Logarithms e 
In Sections 6 and 7 use is made of t:he products IIcm, n) (see (1.5)). Here 
we consider the distribution of t.he logarithm ef this product., i.e., 
m-1 u-1 
(4.1) m-1 ~ n-1 log{( TI Ill{i ) l/m ( IT DYj ) l/n) = ( 1/m) E log DX1 - ( 1/n) k log DY j i=:l j::1 i=l j=l . 
It will be observed that we need study only one of the sums» say ( 1/m)~ log nx1 , 
since the other will have the same distribution properties and will he independent 
of the first oneo From the distribution of the logarithm, the distribution of 
the original product can be obtaiaed .,. 
'Iha methods uaed here are the same as in Section 3 and we shall not present 
cletail• . 
t.emma 4.1. 
Let F(x) represent t he common c . d . f . of x1 , ••• ,Xm. Let G(Jt) be a s pecified 
-22-
·-
distribution func~ion v Let F(x) and G{x ) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.1. 
Then as n increases 
(4 .2a) (1/m)~(log DXi+log g( i )+r) ,4 (1/m)\[ ( log Ui+log(g(i )/f( i ))+y) 
m 
- ((u1-1) / (m-i+l)) E (h'(j ) /h2 ( j ))] j=i+l 
(4.2b) (1/m)\i: ( log DX1+1og g(i )-:--y)2 ~ > ( 1/m)\[ ( log Uf~log(g(1)/f( 1) )+y)2 
m 
- 2 ( ( U i -1 ) / ( m- i+ 1 ) Z ( h ' ( i ) /h2 ( i ) )( log ( g ( 1 ) / f ( i )) ) ] 
- j=i+l 
ffhere 
w 
I -x y = - log Xe dx = 0.5772• 0• {Euler's constant). 
0 
We gmit the proof . 
Theorem 4. l ~ 
Let F(x } and G(x) be as in Lemma 4 .1 . Then as n i ncr eases 
(4.3a) (1/m T1)~[log(g( i )DX1} + r - J
1
log(g(G-1{x)) / f{F-1{x}]dx] 4 ~(x) 
0 
where 
Q) 0:) 
Tl= (5-y2 -l) + J Z(x}log2 f (x}dx - ( f f(x)log f(x))2 , 
..CG ..o;, 
0., 
o = J log2 x e-xdx and y is given in (4 .2 ) . 
0 
L 1 1 1 f' (4.3b) (1/m ,-2 )~[ (1og(g( i )DX1~+r)2 - (8- )'2 ) - £ l og2 (g(G- (x)) / f{F- (x)))dlt] ~ ~{x) 
-23-
, -
• 
where 
4 1 
,-2 = (811+4.,-8'+8-/8-41 ) + 4(8'+3i:>-2-y3) f log(gG-\x) /fF-\x))dx 0 
l 
+ 4(8-r) f-log2 (gG-1(x)/fF-1(x))dx 
0 
1 l 
+ 4 J dy(~ J [l+(l-x)(f 'F-1(x)/f2 F-~(x))] log(~-1(x)/£F-1(x))dx)2 
0 -y y 
1 · l 
- 8 f (dy/( 1-y) )log(gG-1(y)/fF-1(y)) ·J [ l+( l-x)(f 'F-1(x) / f 2F-1(x))] 
0 . y 
log(gG-1(x)/fF-1(x))dx. 
· :F'urther, the quantiti~s. on the left sides of (4.3a) and (~-. 3b) have 
asymptotically a joint normal distribution eith means of O, unit variances, and 
covariance T 3 given by 
1 (4.4) T3 = (l/T1T 2) (o'+1(36-2r)+2(6-72 ) f log{gG-l(x)/fF-l(x) )dx 0 
1 l 
- 2 J (dy/(1-y)) J [l+(l-:c)(f'F-1(x) / f2 F-1(x)]log(gG-1(x)/fF-\x)}dx 
0 y 
1 1 
- 2 / (dy/(l-y) )log(gG-1(x) / fF-1(x)) J [l+(l-x)(f 1F-1(x)/f2 F-1(x))]dx 
0 y 
1 l 
+ 2 / dy(l/(1-y))2 ( J [l+( l-x)(f ' F-1{x) /f2F-1(x))]dx) 
0 y 
l ( J [l+( 1-u)( f 'F-1(u) /f2 F-1( u)) Jlog(gG-1( u) /fF-1(u) )d~) . 
y 
-2~--
·-
,. We use 
Proof: 
00 
8' = f log3x e-xdx, 
0 
and " /(XI 4 -x o = log x e dx . 
0 
Both (4.3a) and (~\. 3b) follow from Lelll!l'.a 4.1 and th~ central limit theorem. 
The values of ~1 and T2 given are limiting values of the raspec~ive variances. 
It is easy to check that it 1s legitimate to use these quantities . The joint: 
normality is easily verified by considering any linear combination of the two 
random variables involved, then applying in order the results of Lemma 4 . 1 and 
the central limit theorem to the linear combination. The arguu:.ant showing the 
existence of a limiting join-t distribution is the same as that used by Fraser 
in (7). The value of T 3 given is the limiting value o This completes the proof. 
Note that when the specified .distribution G(x) and the true distribution 
F(x) are the same, we have 
T 2 = 8"+4r5' +8r
2 8-4r ~. 
(4.5) and 
T 3 = (1/,· l T2 )(6
1
-l-1(38•2-r)) • 
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• 5. Stochastic Convergence. 
In this section, we study the stochastic convergence of the statistics 
whose distributions were considered in the previous two sections . Results 
similar to these were ob~ained by the author in [2 ] under somewhat more ze-
strictive cond:J.tions on the distribution functions. We shall take advantage of 
the distribution theory in obtaining the convergence theorems . Tuo types of 
eonditions will be studied - the conditions of Lemma 3u1 under whieh convergence 
of t;he S\lli1 Sn {r) (0 < r ;a 1) can be shown (when it is normalized)> and a wea.kar 
condition vhich restricts only the central portion of the distribution function 
and under which convergence of the truncated sums S (r , u, v) can be obtained. 
n 
We shall also give the convergence properties of the sums of logarithms 
studied in Section 4. 
Lemma 5.1. 
Let F(x) and G(x) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.1 . Then as n increases 
(5.la) (1 /n log n) E(DX/DYi) 4 (1/n log n) Z(q(i)U/h(i)V1) 
(5.lb) r .P r (1/n) E{DX/DYi) ~ (1 /n) 1:(q( i)U/h( i)Vi) O<r<l 
( 5.lc) (1/m) I: log nx1 4 (1/m) I;(log u1 - lcti f(i)) 
( 5.ld) (1 /m) ~(log DXi + log g(i) + r)2 4 (1/m) Z( log u1 + log(g(i}/f(i)) + -y )2 • 
-26-
• 
. •~ 
Proof; 
(5.la) and ( 5 . lb) foz O < r ;§'; ~ follm-1 a-forti-1iri from Lemm 3.1. For 
0 < r < ~,it is necessary to verify that 
n (1/n) E{(u1-vi)/(n-1+1)) E (qr(j)h'(j)/h2+r(j)) ~ 0~ j =i+l 
By taking the eJ.."'Pectation of the square of this quantity and using the conditinns 
of the lemma,(5 .2) is readily established. EssEntially the same argument is 
used to derive ( 5 . lc) and ( 5 ~ld ) from Lemma li.l. This completes the proof. 
It is tempting to want to prove stochastic convergence under t1eaker can-
ditions than those needed to establish a limiting distribution, but in this 
case it does not seem possible. The amount of weakening which could be done 
is greatly limited as is seen by the example cited in Lemma 3 .1. If 
F{x) = G(x) = 1-e-(l/x} ~ the relations ( 5"1) wiJ.1 be false since the distri-
butions of the quantities on the left will equal the distributions of the 
quantities on the right plus a random variable with positive variance. The 
reader cauc!'leck easily that ( 5 .. 2) will not hold. Thus the relaxation Gf 
conditions could not be extensive . 
Theorem 5.1. 
Let F(x) and G(x) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.1. Then as n increases 
-27-
• 
. .. 
(1 /n log n) I:(DX/DYi) -P~ /
1
(g(G-1(,r)) /f(F-l(x )))dx 
0 
4 
( 5. 3b) (1/n) rJDXi/DY;)" -P-> (r,.c/si.rr;rr ) J - (g(G-1(x )) /f(F- \ :t))fclx O , r < 1 
(5.3d) 
- - 0 
1 
(1 /m) E log DX1 -~ - -y + J log f ( F-
1(x ) )<h; 
0 
(1/ m) .E ( log DX 1 + log g i ) + :Y )2 -P-:,- (8-·r 2 ) + f 1 log 2 ( g(<f·\n ) /f(F-i(x )) )dx 0 
where r is given in ( 4 .2 and 8 in (li.. 3 ).. 
Proof: 
By Lemma 5 "1~ T.'Je need only consider the sums of ind~pende nt: random var,.ables 
appearing in relations ( 5 . 1 ) 
To establish (5. 3a) or (5u3b ) for~~ r < 1, the Theorems of Sec tion 28 
of [8] can be used . The strong lac:-; of large numbers ( Seci.:ton 27 of ·:BJ) 
establishes (5.3b) for O < r < %,and boch (5. 3c ) a nd (5, 3d)" ! n t hese latter 
cases, the functions of u1 and Vi con.verge in t he s t1:ong s ense of probability 
one to the given constant s, but the c onverge;:ic.es :i.n Lemma 5 . 1 er e not with 
probability one so that this statement. can not be mztde in ' 5 . 3b1, (5o3c) or (5. 3d) , 
The integrals given are the limit ing valuea of the ap9ropi:iai.:e sums . (In ~5 . 3a) 
and (5~3b) these a~e the quantit ies An(r ) which appear i n Theorem 3,~.) This 
com~letes the proof. 
.. 
. .. 
• 
• 
We turn now to the truncated statis.t:ice f; ( r, u, v ). We assun,.e that for 
n 
some pair of numbere u • v (0 ~ u < v ~ l), F-1(u ) and F-1(v ) are uniquely 
0 0 0 0 0 o 
determined and F(x) has on the interval [F- 1(~ ), F-1(v )] a finite, pesitiva 
C o 
derivative f(x) which is continuous excep~ possibly at a finite number of points . 
The same assuD1?tion is made for G(,c). 
Theorem 5o2• 
Under the a.hove assumptions about F(x) and G(x ) , given auy two numbers u, v 
satisfying 
O~u <u < v < v ~1 0 G 
we have as n inc~eases 
(1 / (v-u) n log n) 
[nv-l] v 1 1 E (DX1/DY1) ~ (1/(v-u}) f (g(G- (x)) /f(F- (x)))dx 
(1/(v-u}n) 
1=[nu+l] u 
[nv-1) 
I: 
i=[nu+l] 
where (x] is the greatest integer less than or equal to x . 
Proof: 
O < r < l 
!ha given assumpt!ons are used to establish convergence in law of the given 
random variables to the corresponding random 11aFiablE:s in wh:f.ch U i replaces nx1 , 
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-• and v1 replaces DY1• Application of the Theorems in Sections 27 and 28 of [8] 
to these latt;er random variables then yields the desired conclusions. The 
details, with a slightly different: method of approach from the one used in 
this paper can be found in [2]. This completes the proof . 
Note that similar tnmcation can be applied to the logarithmic functions 
wi~h the same consequences. 
6. Applications to the Twe- Sample Problemo 
In this section, we shall consider some tese.s of H' (see (l.4)) and estimates 
0 
of a based on the sums S (r). 
n 
In the follwiug discussion, it uill be assumed that F(x) and G(x) have 
connected supports and satisfy the conditions of Lemma. 3.1. 
Testing 
Given tt10 populations with c.d .f.'s F{x) and G(x) respectively, one 
generalization of the nt:wo-samplen hypothesis B : F(:i::.) = G(x) is the "1..°1'70-
o 
sample" hypothesis with nuisance loca-c!on and scale parametel':s ~ 
H': F(x) = G((x-µ)/a) where the para.metersµ (real) and a (positive) a~e 0 . 
n~ specified. B' then admits the possibility of different measuring 
0 
instruments being used in making -the observations on the two populations, with 
-30-
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the relation between the zero's and scales being unknowno Darling [4 J 
and other authors have referred to this as the "parametric" two sample 
problem. 
The results of Sections 3 and 5 used in conjunction with Lemma 601 
below which is due to Weiss [13], allow us to base tests of H' on the sums . 
0 
s ·(r) and s-1(r) . 
n n 
The proposed test is: choose an 4 and compute the p~oduct Sn(r )s~1(r). 
If this is "too large," reject H 1 • We now examine the properties of this 
0 
test . From Theorem 5.1 it is seen that as n increases 
1 1 {1/n log n)2 S (l)s-1(1)--F--> / (gG-1(x)/fF-1(x))dx / -(fF- 1(x ) /gg-1(x) )dx 
n n O 0 
(6.1) . . 1 1 
(l/n)2 S {r)s-1(r)~ (1T'r/sit:rrrr)2 f ( gG-1(x)/fF-1(x)fa..~ f ( fF-1{x)/gG-1(x))rdx 
n n . 0 0 
Thia equation is related to H' through the following. 
0 
O < r< l. 
Lemma 6.1 (Weiss ): Let F(x) and G(x) be two distribution functions and 
a·1(v ) &r4'1 all uniquely determined. Let P{x) have a derivative f(x ) on 
(lr·1{u), r·1(v)] and G(x ) have a derivative g(x) on [G-1(u), G··\v ) ]. 
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If F(x) = G((x-µ ) /o) for all :x :f.n[F'-1(u) 0 F-1(v )] for some c°"nstants µ,cr 
(a > O), then fF-1(y) = (1/a) gG-1(y ) for aimost ~11 y in [u,v] . If in addition, 
f(x). > O for x in (F-1(u), F,- 1(v)) , the converse is trueo 
.. 
· ·.:/'The proof is given in [_13] . In [2 ] , ·we give an example showing the 
neceaaity of the extra condition for the c·onverse. 
From the lemma, it is seen that when H' is true 
0 
{1/n log n}2 S {l)s-1(1)~ l 
n n 
l: o < r < l. 
Also, it is easily seen th.at if a function z(x) i s not constant on the 
interval ( u, v], then 
V V 
(1/v-u)2 J z(x)clx f (l_/z(lc))dx > l. 
i& u 
' ( fF-1(x)/cG-1(x) ) 
. By the converse to the lemma, when H · is not true . 0 0 
will not be cons.taut o_n ·[O,\)o This estab.1._ishes that any test t1hich rejects 
B' when S (r) is "too large" will be consistent agai ns t all alt ernetives 
o n 
satisfying the restrict ions mentioned above. 
It: is necessary to know what is meant by "S (r ) t oo l arge . " An 
. il 
approximation for the c Yiti<:,al region c an be obtained by using the distribution 
th~ory of Theoxem 3.3. I t wUl be s een fi-v .n (2. 12) that t his theorem is true i f 
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H1 is true. Thus critical regions can be found having a specified significance 
C, 
le.el a under H' if (1/2) ~ r ~ 1. Note that when r< (1/2) the variance, 
0 
thua the distribution of S (r) depends on the function F(x) ~h:f.ch is assumed 
n 
to be unknCN'D, and no critical region can be compu~ed. (If one could be 
c01UpUted, (6.2) and (6 .3) indicate that the corresponding test would be 
ecmsistent.) Analogous to Theorem 3.2, when H' is not true the limiting 
0 
41.stribution of Sn (r) can be found by the same methods and power computations 
cou14 tbsn be made (provided that the characteristic functions could be 
inverted) • We eumarize the above discuss ion in 
Theorem 6.1 Let F(x) and G(x) have connected supports and sat:iefy the 
conditicms of Lemma 3.1~ Then a consistent test of H': F(x) = G((x-µ)/c) 
0 
ia given by the rule:· rej~t R~ whenev~t: .sn(r)s~1(r) is 11 too large," where 
. , 
1/2 ~ r ~ 1. A critical region of size approximately a can be found by using 
'l'beorem 3. 3. 
It is not clear \?hat u-ould happen if F(x) and G(::t) do not have connected 
eupporta. 
• I 2 
tf they do, but (h (z)/h (x)) d~es not behave, the euggested test 
would have a1ze different from a and woul~ not be consistent since the normalized 
versions of S (r)s-1(r) would converge not to constants but to random variables 
n n . 
(as was indicated after Lemm3 5.l ) ~ 
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It ia also possible to test a truncated or limited version of H', namely 
0 
that F(x) = G((x-µ)/a) for x in (F-1(u) , F-1(v) ) for some pair u, v 
( 0 < u < v < 1). Use of the appropriately truncated statistic 
S {r,u,v)s-1(r,u,v) can be made for this teat. Consistency is demonstrated 
n D 
usJng Theorem 5 .2 and distributions are easily COI!lPUted as we remarked after 
Theorem 3 .2 .. For the truncated statistic, the tail behavior of F(x) is not · 
important aud the only condition needed for the existence of the limiting 
distributiona is that f(x) > 0 over (p""1(u), F-1(v)) and similarl y g(x) > O 
over (c-1(u) , c-1(v)). Use of truncation at given pe~centiles of the 
distribution was made by Weiss in [13] to avoid trouble with the tails and also 
by aenyi in [12:l for the same reason. The only alternative seems t o be the use 
of res tr ictions such as those given her e . 
Bsti mtion 
Given that. F(x) = G( c~-u)/cr) and the SSSU111?tions of Theorem 6.l bold, 
ge c n estimate t he 11Telative s c a l e parameter" o. To do this, any o f the 
nti t i 
(1) (1/n loa u) s (1) 
D 
(6.J I 
(r) o [(oimrr/mn) S (r)]~l/r) o <r< l 
n n 
c41l be used. Any one would be a consistent estimate by virtue of (2.12) and 
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'lheorem 5.1 (with F(x) = G(x)). Using the disCribution results of Theorem 3.1, 
it is possible to construct approximate confidence intervals for a when 1/2 ~ r ~ 1 . 
We note that (1/(v-u) )s (r,u,v) nonaa.lized as in (6.4) can be used 
n 
to estimate a if it is assumed only that ~(x) = G({x-µ/a) for x in (F-1(u) , 
It is interesting to note that anatber estimate of a is available threugh 
t he products of the spacings ,r(m,n) (see (1.5)). Note that (1 . 5) does not require 
a• 11. Ualna Theor ea 5.1 it is easily seen that ·,r (m,n) is a consistent 
estimate of a and from Theorem 4.1 it is seen that it has a limiting log nonial 
dtatribut ion v itb median a. 
It cioea uot seem possible to construe~ a test of H~ using pro4ucts, 
(or alternatively logarithms) of sample spacings. A test analogous to (7ul) 
can be formed but will not be distribution free and so would not be of much use. 
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.. 7. ApPUcation& . to Testa of Fit • 
The distribution G(x) is specified and it is desired to test 
. , B': P(z) = G((x-µ)/a) 
0 
fer some W1Spec:l.fied pair µ (real) and a (?,' 0). The regularity conditions 
of Theorem 6.1 will be assumed . 
In [ 13], Weiss considered a sample spaeillgs test of this H' . Belw, we 
(!) 
aba_ll suggest some others and compare one of them with the Weiss .test . In [ 14] , 
Wef.as consider ed an es t imator of a. We shall suggest others below. 
Imitating the approach of Section 6, we can test H' and estimate cr by 
0 
uauaa the aaalogs of s (r) and s-1(r) , namely 
n n 
t&-l. 
• (r) = E (g(i)DX. t 
n isl i 
(7.1) 
1 n-1 8- (r) = E (g(i)DXi)-r 
n 1.:1 
O < r ~ lo 
Convergence and distribution theory for s (r) and s-1(r) can be developed as 
n n 
for s ... (r). Mote that s (r) and s-1(r) are not symmetric. For any r > 0, 
.. D D 
aymptotically normal , while s-1(r) will have a stable distribution 
n 
1ndezed by r aa :l.n Theorem 3. l. In considering the product an ( r) s; 1 ( r ) 1 the 
inverse dominates. For instance, when r = l ~ anci H' is true, 
a 
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log n [(l/n2 log n) s (1) s-1 (1)-1] 
n . n 
has a limiting stable distribution with O! = ! . Since the limiting distributions 
for 1 / 2 < r ~ 1 have no second moments, we ~ould expect poor power in comparison 
with tests which are based on statist ics with finite variances. On the other 
hand when 1/2 < r < l, the limiting distributions of s (r)s- 1(r) under H' do 
- - n n G 
not depend on F(x) and are thus 11dist.ribution free." Note thats (l/2) s-1(1/2) 
n n 
has the added advantage of asympb,tic normality. For O < r < 1/ 2, the product 
is not distribution free. The same criticism can be made of Weiss's test 
statistic and of the one suggested belcm based on logarithms~ 
In Sections 4 and 5, the limiting distributit.ms and convergen.ce properties 
of sums of logarithms of s~le spacings were studied. We shall now indicate 
how these functions can be applied to test H' and to estimate a• 
0 
Consider the function 
{7 .2) [(l/n) E(log(g(i)DX1)+z)2 -(8-12 )]~ I (1 /n) t(log(g(i)DX1)+1)f 
vith absolute values in the denominator to insure its being positive. The 
ccmatants y and 8 are given in (4.2) and (4.3) respac~ively. 
By Theorem 5.1. the expression (7.2) converges stochastically to 
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(7.3) 
( / log2(g<;-1(x)/fF-1(x))dx)\ 
0 I tilog(gG-l(x)/fF-l(x))dxl 
as 11 increases. Using Lemu-.a 6.1, it is seen that (7.3) is unity if and only if 
H' is true, and exceeds unity otherwise . Thus, a test which rejects R' whenever 
0 0 
(7 .2) is 11too large" will be consistent. The critical region can ·be approximated 
by using the limiting joint normality of the square of the numerator of ( 7.2) 
and the denominator without the absolute values (Theorem 4 . 1) . The limiting 
distribution of (7.2) can be obtained using this information. It will be ob-
served that the distribution will depend on F(x) through ~l so that for different 
distributions G(x) used in H , a different critical region liill be appropriate. 
0 
For the purpose of computing ,-1 , it is not necessary to know µ and a, and we 
can take µ to be O and a to be unity. This follows from the fact that ,-1 is 
independent of the values ofµ and~. 
To make a thorGugh comparison of (7.2) and Weiss ' s statistic by means of 
limiting power. the limiting distributions must be computed in some detail o 
A rough comparison can be obtained since both statistics converge to unity 
ua.der H", (7.2) converges to (7o3) in general and Weiss ' s statistic converges to 
0 
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fork= 1,2 and the reverse fork~ 3D Thus a first guess is that neither 
test is uniformly better than the other. 
The scale parameter a can be estimated by 
{7.5) erc'1ftl g(i~i}(l/n)_ 
i=l 
From Theorem 5.1, it is seen that (7.5) is a consistent estimate, 
and from 'l'heorem 4.1 {7.5) f.s seen to have a log normal distribution with 
median a. Approximate confidence intervals can be obtained from this limiting 
cliatribution. 
It will be tcue in this case as well as the two sample case that the 
regularity conditions ou the tails can be avoided by using truncated statistics. 
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